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Kristi’s Story    
I was heartbroken when my father passed away. 
My mother was in hospice about to pass as well. I 
was in recovery for alcohol and drugs for four 
years, and sober. After my father died I relapsed 
on a glass of wine, and that led to marijuana, 
cocaine, heroine and prescription pills. When I 
heard my mother died I was at Grace Baptist 
Church in Middlebury, and I ran out to the Green 
and dropped to my knees crying. Friends came 
and picked my up.  I was basically drowning my 
sorrow in drugs and alcohol and overdosing my 
body from sorrow and pain. I was drinking for 
breakfast, and even got kicked out of grief class 
because I was drinking so much. 

Womansafe helped me get shelter and connected 
me to Kate and Pete at John Graham. Even though 
I was still drinking, Pete and Kate took a big risk 
on me and allowed me to stay in one of the 
apartments even though the house was alcohol 
free.  

Kate would come by and check on me different 
hours of the day or night to see how I was doing, 
and if I was ok. They hooked me up with a nice 
apartment in Middlebury. With their support I 
was able to start a recovery process. I got a section 
8 voucher in a very short time and got a nice two-
bedroom apartment in Middlebury. 

(continued on next page) 
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(Kristi’s story, cont) 

I applied at Middlebury Inn and got a job there. Shortly thereafter I met my husband, and 
together we decided we would quit drinking so we would have a 
support system. We now have two years sober. I am pretty much 
substance free except for medical marijuana.  

But that wasn’t the end of the story. With all the trauma in my life 
past and present, I went into psychosis and I ended up being 
hospitalized at the Brattleboro Retreat. There I was diagnosed with 
Bi-Polar, PTSD and Crohn’s Disease which is an auto-immune 
disease that attacks your intestines. You bleed internally. 
Sometimes you can eat and sometimes you can’t. It depresses you, 
and drains you.  

Kate and Pete, Arran, Ray, Ellen, Quinn and Sean all helped me. I 
couldn’t have kept my sanity without them. They helped me get 
and keep my section 8, and they brought me here to the John 
Graham after I got evicted. Kate and Pete helped me clean up the apartment and fix any 
damage and brought me back to John Graham. They said just rest, rest, rest. Quickly I got 
another job at a store in Vergennes. I worked the whole time. After I got out of the retreat they 
helped make sure my medications were right. I had a warm safe place to sleep and food in the 
kitchen. 

We saved enough to buy a vehicle. Ray Beaver at the Shelter gave me a lead on an apartment. 
It’s a safe place for us. But I can still come back to John Graham for support, real all around 
support: help with meds, gas, counseling. It’s not easy but with the support of HOPE, CVOEO 
and Womansafe we are doing ok.  

Now we have a beautiful quiet place in Bridport, a little bungalow. It’s nestled in a field by a 
brook with the most beautiful sunsets and sunrises. You hear crickets.  

I used to be so angry that I would just run through the hills and 
mountains and cry out to God with my pain. I started taking pictures 
and Google maps wanted me to share them. My pictures have over 3 
million reviews! One made the May edition of the Eagle Calendar. 
That tells me that if they are that interesting, I’d like to put them on 
postcards and sell them at the Middlebury Inn.  And if my husband 
and I can get our mental health at a place where we are extremely 
stable and secure we’d like to adopt to give a child an opportunity to 
have a safe life, alcohol and drug free, protected.   

I would encourage anyone to call John Graham if they are hurting or homeless.  
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6th Sleep Out by the Falls to End Homeless Set for  
     December 7 

Last year it snowed. The year before there was 
sleet and high winds. When you sleep out by the 
Falls in December, you never know what to expect! 
But each year several dozen intrepid campers -- 
families, students, business people and advocates 
-- sleep out by the Middlebury Falls to highlight 
that too many families in Vermont don't have a 
place to call home. Hundreds of businesses and 
individuals support these campers financially, and 
every dollar goes directly to house homeless 
families and individuals in Addison County.  

This year's Sleep Out is set for December 7 at the 
Marbleworks in Middlebury. We'll hold a vigil at 
4:30 near St. Stephen's Church with a community 
supper to follow. 

Then we'll sit around the campfire until, one by 
one, people drift off to their tents to spend a night 
in the cold. We know that for us it's just one night, 
but homeless families can face the suffering and 

uncertainty of homeless for too long. Funds from the Sleep Out by the Falls helped nearly 200 
people get and keep stable housing in 2019.   

Want to help? Please go to give.classy.org/sleepoutbythfalls and become a fundraiser or a 
donor! For more information or questions, please contact Elizabeth Ready at 

Elizabeth@Johngrahamshelter.org. 

Where Humanity Matters:  By Connor Wertz 

100 days as an intern at the John Graham Shelter. It didn’t seem like much time to me at first 
- a little more than a semester at college; less time than I had spent on any other job in my life. 
Yet it would be an understatement to say that this summer was anything less than perspective 
changing. 

As a part of the Privilege & Poverty program at Middlebury College, I came into the summer 
primed from our various spring workshops to see differences, and how to overcome those 
differences. We analyzed our privileges, took implicit bias training, and, as finals crept nearer 
and our lives became swallowed by papers and exams, we bemoaned the ivory tower we were 
living, eating, and breathing in. 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Where Humanity Matters, cont) 

I spent long nights wondering how things 
like my class and education, where I grew 
up and how I was raised, could be potential 
pitfalls in creating connections over the 
summer.  

Then, within the first few days of my 
internship, a little girl sidled up beside me, 
eyed me somewhat suspiciously with paper 
and markers in hand like an offering of 
peace, and said “Why are you so quiet?” 

Four collaboratively completed pictures - 
and lots of smiles - later, someone else 
r e c o g n i z e d m y h o m e t o w n i n 
Massachusetts. “That’s where Jack 
Kerouac is from, right? Love him. Greatest 
American novelist.” Two conversations in, 
and I knew I had to forget everything I 
expected.  

And 100 days later - days full of coffee and creaky chairs, raucous dinner times and quiet 
contemplations of lightning and thunder from the porch - I can’t think of anything worth 
reflecting on except the common similarities I’ve come to learn.  

At Middlebury College, there seems at times an irresistible force to define yourself by your 
accomplishments; to form your identity around where you want to go in life. I did not get 
accepted into Middlebury by expounding on my happy and fulfilling high school career; I 

highlighted the hard work and accomplishments that had gotten 
me where I was. Too often, however, this tendency to prove 
yourself over and over again becomes entwined into how one 
views life and success. And suddenly, the avoidable perception of 
poverty as shameful and wealth as successful become inevitable.  

At John Graham, though, I found a different tendency - humanity 
matters much more than your resume. I learned what types of 
hello people are looking for. How to laugh with and over the 

smallest piece of a mundane day. I learned to be comfortable in silence - even the sad or angry 
silences. At John Graham, if I had to prove anything, it was how to connect with people solely 
on the basis of our shared similarities. Here, if I learned nothing else, it was just how many of 
those we all have. 

Thank you to the residents, the staff, and the mission of the John Graham Shelter for an 
experience that will shape me - has already shaped me - wherever I go moving onwards. I can 
only hope I gave back a small fraction of the experiences I will be taking with me. 
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Hoarding Task Force helps folks with disorder  
by John Flowers (reprinted from the Addison 
Independent with permission) 

VERGENNES — Maureen used to be a social 
butterfly. She liked to entertain and visit with 
people. Until her possessions became so abundant 
that she closed her door and her life to all but her 
immediate family. Clutter became her constant 
companion. With it came depression. Her mom, 
who moved in with her a few months ago due to 
failing health, has added an abundance of clothing 
and other stuff to the handbags and knick-knacks 
that Maureen can’t resist and can’t find the strength 
to discard. 

“I really want to be free of this,” she said of the items 
she and her mom have amassed. Maureen wishes 
passersby would think more compassionately about 
the disheveled property she calls home. “There’s 
more to the story than what you see,” she said. 

It’s a story touched by hoarding disorder, and one shared by as many as 2,000 other people in 
Addison County, according to Ellen Repstad, a clinical services coordinator with John Graham 
Housing & Services in Vergennes. Repstad provides in-home clinical support for acknowledged 
hoarders willing to accept help so they can keep their lodging.  It’s a story with good and bad 
endings. The most extreme cases lead to dangerous, unsanitary and unsightly conditions that 
result in evictions and the condemnation of homes. 

The prevalence of hoarding has prompted local social service providers to establish an Addison 
County Hoarding Task Force, through which officials are exploring new strategies to help people 
thin out the possessions that have been taking over their lives. “It’s a long, slow process,” 
Repstad said of the rehabilitation process for people who fall into the hoarding category. “It’s 
clinically similar to an eating disorder. It’s something they’ll always struggle with, and you learn 
skills to maintain and address it. Those skills can be taught and learned. The behavior can be 
changed, but it takes time.” 

Hoarding disorder is a persistent difficulty discarding or parting with possessions — regardless 
of their actual value — because of a perceived need to save them, according to a definition 
offered by the Mayo Clinic. A person with hoarding disorder can experience distress at the mere 
thought of getting rid of their items.  

Repstad described it thusly: “When a collection prevents your capacity to use your home in the 
way it’s intended… If you can’t use your kitchen to cook food, then it’s hitting a clinical level. If 
you’re using your shower to store boxes, then that’s a problem.”  (Continued on the next page) 
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(Hoarding Task Force, Cont)  

Classic cases involve countertops, sinks, stoves, desks, stairways and virtually all other surfaces 
piled with stuff. When there’s no room left inside, the clutter spreads to a garage, vehicles, yard 
and other storage facilities, task force members noted. Hoarded items of choice vary from 
person to person. It can be periodicals, electronics, clocks and/or 
animals. Whatever the collection, it gets out of hand.  It can take 
several years for someone to beat their hoarding disorder, 
according to Repstad. 

The goal for advocates is to get clients to a point where they can 
independently maintain a clutter-free, safe household. Repstad 
wants to supplement the task force with peer groups for those with hoarding disorders and a 
“Buried in Treasures” workshop this summer. “Buried in Treasures” is a 16-session facilitated 
workshop that borrows from a book of the same name. The workshop provides tips for people 
compulsive about saving and acquiring things. Maureen and her mom are grateful for the help. 
Repstad and other John Graham Housing & Services staff will be visiting their home in the near 
future with a truck to sort, discard and donate possessions that are doing them no good. 

For Maureen, it began with an online shopping addiction and procrastination. Her mom added 
to the pile when she moved in. Maureen’s garage is now also full, and she’s got furniture in her 
backyard. She called Repstad “a life-saver,” the person who helped her get serious about 
cleaning out her home.  

“There are so many reasons,” Maureen said, of how clutter can build. “But don’t immediately 
judge someone,” she said, “ just because they’re messy.” 

For more information about the hoarding task force, call John Graham Housing and Services at 
877-2677.
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The Addison County Hoarding Task Force Presents:  
David Coffin’s Documentary “Beyond Hoarding” 

   
Sunday October 6th, 3-5 PM at Vergennes Opera House 

Followed by a Panel of Local Experts 

 Did you know that between 2% and 6% of the population struggles with hoarding 
disorder? In Addison County that could be as many as 2,000 people.  

Sponsored by John Graham Housing and Services, the Counseling Service of 
Addison County, Addison County Community Trust and Northern Daughters Art 

Gallery

“Don’t immediately 
judge someone just 

because they’re 
messy.”


